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This paper describes a research effort to support
collaborative translation by monolingual speakers, or
people that speak only the source or target language. I
hypothesize that sharing knowledge across the
language barrier is possible with a combination of
automated (but poor quality) machine translation,
language-independent communication, and existing
background knowledge. I demonstrate this possibility
with proof-of-concept experiments.
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English is losing its leading position to other languages
on the Internet [3,5], but the translation among those
languages and English is falling behind. A high-quality
machine translation (MT) engine requires so much
training data that it has not been possible to build one
to date. On the other hand, human translation often

relies on highly-trained bilingual individuals, so it
involves high costs in both labor and time [7].
Humans master languages with much less training
data. No individual has read the whole Web, yet just
about everyone speaks at least one language fluently.
Besides, there are far more fluent monolingual people
than professional translators. Therefore I propose an
approach that combines low quality, but readily
available and inexpensive machine translation with
single language expertise among humans to create
high-quality translation.

following assumptions about the users and translation
channel:
 The translation channel is poor, whether it is a

single or multiple machine translation engines, one
or many amateur human translators, or any
combination. However it does provide better-thanrandom translation.
 The translation channel’s internal details are

not exposed to the users. Unlike humanenhanced MT systems in the Linear B experiment
[1], users only see the input/output of the channel.
 The users’ language skills are imbalanced.

System
I propose a system that improves translation quality
over a poor translation channel by negotiation between
two participants with imbalanced language skills (Figure
1). The system consists of two people on either end of
a translation channel that don’t speak the other’s
language. One user enters text in the source language
(foreign language, or F) at one end of the channel, and
the user at the other end tries to produce translated
text in the target language (English, or E). I make the

figure 1. Round-trip translation system, solid arrows represent
translating/editing

Users on either side are experts in one language
but have poor or no skills in the other.
Translation using this system often takes a few roundtrips. In each round, the source language speaker
sends the source text though the translation channel,
whose output is edited by the target language speaker
and sent back. Informal questions and answers for
clarification can be sent through the channel, too.
Alternatively, either participant can point to public
context e.g. related online pictures, Wikipedia pages,
etc. There is also support for a fixed set of
communications and actions. For example, participants
can agree on the next step in a language-independent
way. They can either take one more round-trip or stop
with success/failure. Any message sent across the
translation channel other than the text in question is
called a comment. This system is in line with
Translingual Instant Messaging (TrIM) [4], which
enables users to chat across the language barrier,
except that my approach is aiming at translating a
particular piece of text through round-trips.

translate from Chinese to English. Both experiments
showed encouraging results.

Protocol for multiple engine
experiment:
1. Every Chinese sentence (F0)
in the data set was sent
through the machine
translation channel (one or
two MT engines) and
translated into an English
sentence E1.
2. E1 was edited by the English
speaker, producing the edited
sentence E1*. If two
translation engines were
used, the user was shown
outputs from both engines
and edited them into one
sentence.
3. A bilingual user generated
the corresponding ground
truth sentence (E0) by
looking at both E1* and the
Chinese sentence.

figure 2. Average TER between sentences E1 and ground truth
E0 (lower is better).

Hypotheses

I used 25 randomly sampled sentences from Chinese
Wikipedia articles for either experiment respectively.
None of these sentences contained non-Chinese words
or characters. There were two monolingual participants
in the experiment, a Chinese speaker and an English
speaker. Similarity was measured between ground
truth and all the English sentences with Translation Edit
Rate (TER) [6]. The more similar two sentences are,
the smaller TER is.

I have the following hypotheses:
 Editing by monolingual users improves

translation quality. Even monolingual target
users can reason out much of the intended
meaning of imperfect automatically-translated
sentences (as proved by Callison-Burch [1] and
TrIM [4]).
 Redundancy improves translation quality.

Natural language includes natural redundancy,
which is one of the factors that make this overall
approach possible. More redundancy can be added
by using redundant translation engines since they
will make different kinds of errors. It is also
possible to add further redundancy through
comments.

Experiments
I conducted two formative experiments to test these
hypotheses. In the first experiment, two translation
engines (Google and Babel Fish) were used to translate
from Chinese to English, followed by human editing. In
the second experiment, two monolingual users
collaborated using an MT engine and comments to

The results for experiment #1 (Figure 2) showed that
monolingual human editing improved the similarity to
ground truth. It also showed that using both translation
engines together improved translation quality,
compared to using any one of the engines alone.
The results for experiment #2 (Figure 3) showed
improvement between each of the round-trips. The
difference between human-editing improvements in the
two experiments is due to different sentences used.

Discussion and Future Work
These early experiments give evidence to support my
hypotheses about human editing, redundancy and
comments. They shed some light on the feasibility of
the round-trip translation system.
The translation system can be seen as two participants
negotiating an invariant (i.e. the meaning of the
sentence) via a translation channel. Each participant
has a perfect language model; their knowledge of the
translation model varies. At the extreme, neither
participant knows the other language, thus neither has
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1. Every Chinese sentence (F0)
was translated by the MT
engine into an English
sentence (E1).
2. The English speaker edited
the machine translated
version (E1), asked questions
and attached other
comments, producing E1*.
3. The edited English version
(E1*) was translated back
into Chinese along with
comments (F1).
4. The Chinese speaker edited
the back-translation
responded to comments,
and/or added comments
(F1*).
5. The edited Chinese sentence
and comments (F1*) were
translated by the MT engine,
producing E2.
6. The English speaker edited
the translation, producing
E2*.
7. A bilingual translator
generates the ground truth
E0.
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